Government Program Leadership Attendees

**Joint Program Office**
- LTC Rob Barnhill
  - PdM Systems Integration

**Joint Light Tactical Vehicle**
- LtCol John Gutierrez (USMC)
  - PdM Vehicle Systems

**Mine Resistant Ambush Protected Vehicles**
- COL Jason Craft
  - Program Manager

**Force Projection**
- LTC Cory Berg
  - PdM Appliqué & Large Unmanned Ground Systems
- Ms. Jennifer Johnson (Acting) PL Ground Mobility Vehicle

**Transportation Systems**
- LTC Jeffrey Jurand
  - PdM Heavy Tactical Vehicles
- LTC Russell Hoff
  - PdM Allied Tactical Vehicles
- Mr. Alvin Bing
  - PD Medium Tactical Vehicles
- Ms. Zina Kozak-Zachary
  - PD Army Watercraft Systems

**Government Program Leadership**
- Mr. Scott Davis
  - Program Executive Officer

**PEO Land Systems**
- COL Andrew Bianca
  - Deputy PEO
- Mr. Andrew Rodgers
  - PM Light Tactical Vehicles
- Mr. Steve Pinter
  - PM Medium & Heavy Tactical Vehicles
- COL Daniel Furber
  - Project Manager
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